DIY Update
 We currently have one interview that has completed the test phas e and
awaits approval from the FSC before posting to production, the Landlord
Tenant Eviction Complaint and Tenant Answer interview. We received a
response from OSCA to our request for a status on 9/19/2018 stating: “we
have no further edits than what we sent last spring. The JMC Access
workgroup is doing a vote by email now on whether to recommend to the
JMC to go live with the landlord/tenant interviews. If they approve, it will go
to the JMC on October 5 (where it was approved) and then to the Supreme
Court for final approval. If/when that happens, we’ll ask you all to have it go
live!”
 The week of August 27, we received the Small Claims complaint/answer
interviews back from OSCA requesting additional changes as they are still
making revisions.
 Over the last four months, we have received 71 Family Law/Domestic
Relations interviews from OSCA.
 For 14 of these 71 interviews, the Portal team created the template (required
for the interview to be uploaded into the A2J authoring tool in our TEST
environment) and sent them to our Portal developer to be posted to the TEST
site.
 We have 14 of the 71 interviews currently available on the TEST site for
OSCA to review
o Landlord Complaint for Eviction – Test phase concluded – awaiting JMC
approval to post to production
o Tenant Answer to Eviction – Test phase concluded – awaiting JMC
approval to post to production
o Small Claims – Money Lent
o 900a – disclosure from non-lawyer
o 900h – related cases
o 901a – simplified DOM
o 902i – affidavit of corroborating witness
o 902j – notice of SSN
o 903a – answer & waiver
o 903b – answer
o 903c3 – answer to DOM no children, no property
o 915 – designation of current mailing & email address
o 928 – coversheet for family court cases
o 980(h) – confidential filing
 When we receive the interview, instruction page and template from OSCA,
we update the A2J template accordingly and send the package to our Portal
developer to be added to the TEST site. It takes our developer and the

Portal team approximately 5 hours per interview to finish the package and
upload to our TEST environment. Once uploaded to TEST, we then go
through each interview to make sure everything functions properly before
notifying OSCA that the interview is ready for their review.
 We have 57 remaining. At 5 hours per interview it will take the Portal Team
285 hours to add them to the TEST site.
 OSCA prioritizes the interviews and we add them as they direct.
 OSCA, the JMC and the appropriate Rules Committee creates and approves
the interviews.
 Cost: Five hours per interview for both the Portal Team and our developer or
285 hours at least for the remaining 57 interviews. This does not include any
edits they wish to have made after they have been through the 15 day test
review. This test review includes the Workgroup, judiciary, non-attorney
user review at a minimum. We can include them in a Release so there would
be no additional cost to publish them to Production. If they are available in
the Portal, there would be no additional cost at the County.

